**VHÄLDEMAR** is a Spanish Metal band formed in the late 90’s in Vizcaya (Spain), when guitarist Pedro J. Monge decided to create a group with the singer and guitarist Carlos Escudero.

In 2001 they released their first demo and it brought them a record deal with Arise Records with whom they launched their debut album “Fight to the End” in March 2002 and was released throughout Europe, Japan, Russia, South and North America.

In late 2003, VHÄLDEMAR releases its second album “I Made my Own Hell” again on Arise Records.

In 2007 they headlined in the Bilbao BBK Live Festival and the band released its third album “Metal of the World”.

In August 2012 the band played at Leyendas del Rock Festival and also at Ripollet Rock Festival.

In May 2013 the band releases their fourth album “Shadows of Combat”.

In 2017 VHÄLDEMAR inks a deal with Fighter Records for a multi-album deal which includes the re-issue of their two first albums “Fight to the End” (’02) & “I Made my Own Hell” (’03) released on 21st April 2017 on a double-CD with 5 bonus and remastered sound.

A 5-song digipack EP entitled “Old King’s Visions” was released in May 4th.

VHÄLDEMAR played at Leyendas del Rock Festival in August alongside with bands like Megadeth, Amon Amarth, Arch Enemy...

It’s 5th opus “Against All Kings” is now ready. Recorded at Chromaticity Studios and produced by guitarist Pedro J. Monge, the album contains 11 tracks of powerful Heavy Metal. The album will be released on CD/LP on November 7 worldwide by Fighter Records. Red Rivet Records in Japan.

**VHÄLDEMAR** are:
Carlos Escudero - Vocals
Pedro J. Monge - Guitars
Raúl Serrano - Bass
Jandro - Drums
Jonkol Tera - Keyboards

www.vhaldemar.net  www.facebook.com/VhaldemarOficial  fighter-records.com
VHÄLDEMAR “AGAINST ALL KINGS”

RELEASE DATE: NOVEMBER 7

01 – Metalizer
02 – (1366) Old King’s Visions (Part V)
03 – Against All Kings
04 – Eye For An Eye
05 – I Will Stand Forever
06 – Vulcano
07 – Howling At The Moon
08 – The Last To Die
09 – Walking In The Rain
10 – Rebel Mind
11 - Titans In D Minor

Recorded at Chromaticity Studios
Produced by Pedro J. Monge

Guest Musicians:
“Against all Kings” Main guitar solo - Alberto Rionda (Avalanch, Alquimia)
“Rebel Mind” Vocals - Iñaki Lazcano (Coffeinne) Keyboards - Diego Zapatero
“Eye for a Eye” Vocals - Roma (Evil Seeds)
“Vulcano” Keyboards - Diego Zapatero
“Howling at the Moon” Vocals - Rubén Miranda

1366 (Old King’s Visions Part V) Video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3FMhB0PzWs
I will Stand Forever (Lyric Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJXNv0kHuHw
AGAINT ALL KINGS TOUR 2018

03 FEBRERO - STAGE LIVE - BILBAO
02 MARZO - SALA NAZCA - MADRID
03 MARZO - SALA BABEL - ALICANTE
10 MARZO - PALACIO METAL FEST - LOS PALACIOS - SEVILLA
17 MARZO - IX EUSKALMETAL FEST - IRÚN
14 ABRIL - SALA URBAN ROCK CONCEPT - VITORIA
10 AGOSTO - LEYENDAS DEL ROCK (Escenario Principal)
18 AGOSTO - BODEGA ROCK - HORNILLOS - VALLADOLID
31 AGOSTO - ESAKA MUSE - OSAKA (JAPÓN)
01 SEPTIEMBRE - EBISU LIQUIDROOM - TOKIO (JAPÓN)
02 SEPTIEMBRE - SHINJUKU BLAZE - TOKIO (JAPÓN)